NATURAL
PLAYSPACES
The Brazilian experience

Alana is a socio-environmental impact organization that promotes children’s rights to a whole development and fosters new
well-being forms. Therefore, it is organized into three fronts: the
Alana Institute, the AlanaLab, and the Alana Foundation.
Since 2016 Alana Institute has been running a program called
Children and Nature dedicated to advocating for every child’s
right to live in a healthy environment, strengthening their bond
with nature. We work to increase equitable access of children to
nature, focusing on the following areas:
· Greener, more accessible, and more child-friendly cities
· Greener, more challenging schoolyards connected with their
territories
· Nature as an essential source of health and well-being
· Climate and socio-environmental justice for all children
Despite the richness of biodiversity and landscapes, nature-based
play and learning are still emerging in education and urban practices in Brazil. Implementing natural playspaces is not prevalent;
people are too attracted to traditional playgrounds, where nature
is seen as dirty or even a pitfall. There is resistance to the safety, maintenance, and resilience issues of natural playgrounds as
opposed to wholly artificial environments that feature concrete/
plastic play equipment.
Natural playspaces come in handy as a solution for schools, urban parks, and other community centers where children spend
time with their families. The Children and Nature program has
promoted it in Brazil through an advocacy and mobilization strategy aiming to scale up nature-based play in Brazil and contribute
to the regeneration of green areas and their related services. We
believe natural playspaces are a nature-based solution with multiple benefits for the environment and children.

Key drivers of Brazilian natural playspaces
Capture a sense of place
Incorporate elements that bring the uniqueness of each territory,
its culture, values, and history, giving children a sense of belonging and nurturing their relationship with the outdoors.

Caruaru is a city located in the desert area where rocks are an important landscape
feature. This natural playspace incorporates them as play structures

Listen to children’s voices and gestures
Consult children who already use or will be using the space, listen
reflectively to their ideas, aspirations, and expressions through
creative mediums, and carefully interpret their perspectives into
reality.

Staff taking time to play with children while
planning a natural playspace

Incorporate childhood-related cultural elements
Brazil has a rich play culture tradition linked to our territory and
natural resources. Our concept of natural playspaces is inspired
by that and encompasses natural play features that have been
very popular among Brazilian children.

Example of a traditional play structure made out of natural
materials that is part of Brazilian childhood culture

Promote natural playspaces as nature-based
solutions
Not only do they reduce the costs of building a playspace but
they also address the challenges related to the natural deficit disorder among children and families while promoting ecosystem
regeneration and climate stability.

Community members and staff working together using
urban debris and pruning as building materials

How to gain scale?
A question that has always guided our work is: How to make natural playspaces more accessible to as many families as possible?
Since 2020 we have partnered with Urban95, an initiative of the
Bernard van Leer Foundation devoted to encouraging cities to
create spaces where children can grow, learn, create, imagine and
play across all neighborhoods, reaching as many families as possible.
This partnership aims to foster natural playspaces as a city’s policy. The idea is to establish a process that enables cities to design,
implement and manage natural places on their own. We are currently working with seven cities across the country, and the response has been very positive, as shown in the cases described.

FORTALEZA - CE
As a partner city of the Urban95 initiative from the Bernard van
Leer Foundation, Fortaleza planned and implemented two pilot
projects – natural playgrounds on wasteland in underprivileged
neighborhoods – in 2020. Since then, the municipality has adopted
this approach as a public policy and spread it to 40 other areas.

Community members and crew working with
urban debris and pruning as building materials

CARUARU - PE
This city implemented a natural playspace on a site very close to a
school. The idea is that the school will use it as a natural playground where children can learn and play. After this first site, the municipality worked independently to design and construct another
playspace.

Natural playspace was designed and implemented
independently by Caruaru after the capacity building process

Strategies to scale up natural playspaces in Brazil

Book Natural Playspaces:
how to create and care for
play landscapes, including reflections about how foreign
references – mainly American
and European – could apply
to Brazilian cultural and social
contexts and how our own cultural, environmental, and social backgrounds could impact
the very idea of a natural play
landscape, in an attempt to decolonize our references.

Capacity building, which is directed at urban planners, architects, educators, and the
playground industry. Between
2021-2022, we trained around
500 people.

Networking and articulation
with municipalities throughout
the country to engage and give
technical support to implement city policies to promote
nature play opportunities for
children.

Biannual study trips to Germany to learn how a city can
be more child-friendly and nature-rich. The two trips organized in 2017 and 2019 were
attended by 37 people, including representatives of municipalities, state governments,
universities, and not-for-profit
organizations.

Access a video about Brazil’s natural playspaces at:

https://bit.ly/Natural_Playspaces
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More information:
contato@criancaenatureza.org.br

